P L AT F O R M S
(MEZZANINES)

Platforms with:
Engineering clarity
Cubic efficiency
Cost effectiveness

Engineering Clarity
Comprehensive engineering documents for
a less stressful permitting and construction process
Cubic Efficiency
Improve your facility’s space allocation
– build up, not out
Cost Effectiveness
Lower constructions costs often by
3x, over new construction
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This 3-level platform
and bridge enabled
faster throughput for
a national retailer

Engineering Clarity

Cubic Efficiency

Cost Effectiveness

The hallmark of Western
Pacific is engineering clarity.
WPSS is able to troubleshoot
and remove project obstacles
because its engineers pay
attention to the details. Our
engineering specifications,
drawings and instructions
create a clear path through
the permitting /approval
and construction process,
removing what is often
a daunting experience.

Improved space allocation is
the driving force behind every
Western Pacific platform
(mezzanine) project. In
industries where 24-hour
order turnarounds are the
gold standard, optimizing
through-put is a clear path to
optimized product and profit
margins. By building up and
not out, you increase the
cubic value and efficiency of
your operations.

A traditional expansion
project could cost nearly
three times as much as a
platform installation – and
that’s not including permits
or land cost. Additionally,
Western Pacific’s LEAN
manufacturing principles
guide our work at every step,
further driving down your
construction costs and adding
much needed square footage
to your facility.

You will always be Storage–Smart
when you use Western Paciﬁc
Storage Solutions
“All the work that you folks
put into the design and
re-designs of our U.S.
Post Office platform
(mezzanine) really paid
off. The dimensions were
perfect and everything fit
together like a precision
Swiss watch.”
Western Pacific Storage
Solutions has a proven track
record of over three decades in
manufacturing that serves the
material handling supply chain.
Our customers include hundreds
of respected brand-names, large
integrators and other material
handling experts.

Western’s LEAN manufacturing
principles are built into every
product and engineering
project. Our highly respected
engineering team delivers
nth-degree precision to provide
trouble-free workspace and
inventory solutions.
We help our customers attain
a higher level of efficiency
by improving space allocation,
increasing the cubic value
of overall usable space and
diversifying their storage
portfolio with RiveTier boltless,
cost-effective Pacific, strongest
one-piece Deluxe shelving,
multi-level shelving structure,
gravity flow QuikPik and
Industrial Structures with
engineering clarity.

Three Styles of
Western Paciﬁc
Platforms
• Structural
• Hybrid
• Formed

Structural

Project Management

WPSS’ committed engineering staff are available throughout each
step of evaluation, planning, specifying, permitting, construction
and final inspection to provide comprehensive project management
services. Their experience provides step-by-step peace of mind
and a stress-free outcome.

Customer Service
800-732-9777
www.wpss.com
Western Pacific Storage Solutions is proud that its manufacturing
processes create jobs for 100+ documented American workers.

Hybrid

Formed

